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William Riley Leitch is a Chicago area trombonist. Riley has performed at the Nief Norf
Festival, soundSCAPE Festival, Omaha Under the Radar, and the Lucerne Festival Academy
where he studied with members of Ensemble Intercontemporain and Ensemble Modern. Riley
has premiered over 30 new works for solo trombone, chamber ensemble, and orchestra at
events such as Ear Taxi Festival and Red Note New Music Festival. He is currently
commissioning new works for trombone that cross traditional disciplinary boundaries. His
performances incorporate a diverse set of sounds both on and off of the trombone.
The first of the two works performed will be Vox II by Omar Peracha, a piece that integrates
augmented reality with an improvised performance. Each audience member can choose to
download an app that lets them interact with the performer on stage. As the performer creates
new sound worlds, the audience's phones will create a cacophony of shared space.
Following Vox II will be a new work by Wm Riley Leitch that explores the discipline of produce
preparation. Set in The Green/Red/Rot universe (a growing collection of pieces by the
composer) this new work will showcase disassembled instruments, multiple webcams, and a
brute force surround sound created by dozens of feet of vinyl tubing.
1) No Elderly Crimes by Wm Riley Leitch that explores the discipline of disassembled
instruments and the unlikely combination of brass and percussion.
2) Vox II- Omar Peracha

A fiery, dynamic duo that pushes the possibilities of genre and performance, Chromic
experiments with different textures of toy pianos, prepared pianos, electronics, and everyday
objects to create playful sound worlds that sparks excitement and curiosity to audiences of all
ages. With their unique instrumentation and approach, they bring new audiences together by
crafting innovative experiences that integrate music with multimedia, electronics, and

improvisation, and commissioning new works by composers and interdisciplinary artists that are
transposable through digital and physical spaces. Chromic is Lucy Yao and Dorothy Chan, and
can be found at https://chromic.space.
Chromic will be presenting a concert that illuminates different personal stories of womxn artists,
and brings together different communities and backgrounds. From exploring how our
subconscious relate to our inner selves in dreams, to inspirations taken from Kenya's Lake
Nakuru, and a tribute to conversations we never had, Chromic's collaboration with Nyokabi
Kariuki, Hannah Selin and JL Marlor will showcase colorful audio-responsive visuals while
seeking to deepen our understanding and empathy for not only the circles that we are
comfortable in, but to broaden the scope of how we respond to the world unfolding around us.
laika, bluu by Nyokabi Kariuki
Dream Journal by Hannah Selin
Conversations Through a Door by JL Marlor"

Man Up is a performance collaboration between double bassist Will Yager and composer
Nathan Hall, exploring issues of contemporary masculinity, sexuality, and physical performance
through music.
Man Up is a music theater work on masculinity and what that means to be a "man" today. Our
double-bassist speaks texts from Peggy Orenstein's book "Boys and Sex" and article "Can
Masculinity Be Redeemed?", while his performance traverses, and hopefully questions these
learned “masculine” behaviors and misconceptions. His vulnerability seeks to redeem
masculinity from violence and bigotry. This performance is the world premiere. Texts are edited
by Alan Olejniczak with Nathan Hall and Andy Lynes.

